
INTERPRETATION OF MAGNETIC ANOMALIES OF A 
TWO-DIMENSIONAL FAULT BY FOURIER INTEGRAL? 

S. SENGUPTA’ 

The Four& transform of the theoretical horizontal and vertical magnetic anomalies 
horizontal and vertical magnetic anomalies while the phase spectrum differs by ?rR 
of a two dimensional fault with an inclined The parameters, namely the depth to the 
face are obtained. The amplitude and top and bottom surface of the fault, the 
phase spectra are then plotted in the fre- inclination of the face and the suscepti- 
quency domain. It is observed that the bility wntrast are determined from the 
amplitude spatrum is the same for both Spector. 

LIST OF SYMBOLS 

z - Vertical magnetic anomaly. 
H - Horizontal magnetic anomaly. 
d - Depth to the top surface of the 

fault. 
2h - Vertical throw of the fault. 
k - Susceptibility contrast (neglecting 

the demagnetising effect). 
1 - Inclination or dip of the fault plane. 

P - Angle of strike of the fault from 
the magnetic north over west. 

I - Horizontal distance on 
earth’s sur,face from the 
point of origin. 

INTRODUCTION 

- Horizontal and vertical 
components of the earth’s 
magnetic field respectively. 

- Angular frequency in ra. 
dians/km. 

- Spectra of vertical and 
horizontal magnetic anom- 
alies respectively. 

- Real and imaginery part 
of amplitude spectrum 
respectively. 

The purpose of this paper is to show lhe 
“se of the Fourier integral in interpreting 
magnetic anomalies of two dimensional 
bodies. The application of the Fourier 
integral in the interpretation of gravity 
and magnetic anomalies was done earlier 
by various investigators such as Bhattach- 
ai-ya (1966) Dean (1958). Odegard and 
Berg (1965) and many others. Bhaltach- 
arya (1966) applied this technique Tao deter- 
mine the continuous spectrum of the 
total magnetic field anomaly due to a rec- 
tangular prismatic body. Odegard and 
Berg (1965) applied the Fourier integral 
for gravity interpretation and commenled 
that the results of their investigation had 
been very encouraging. 

- Phase spectra of horizon. 
ta1 and vertical magnetic 
anomalies respectively. 

In the present investiga(ion the Lheore- 
tical magnetic anomalies of a two dimen- 
sional fault with inclined face are 
considered. The exact Fourier integral of 

hi’“) - Amplitude spectrum of these anomalies are obtained. The ampli- 
magnetic anomalies. tude and phase spectra for different n” 
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merical values of the depth, throw and dip A (“1 - I iRb)i~ + iXbi>~ ,I’? 
of the fault face are plotted. It is also which after substituting the values of 
shown that these parameters and the R(W) and w from equations (3) and (4) 
susceptibility contrast can be determined and subsequent simpllficatlo” is expressed 
from the amplitude and phase spectra if 
the components of the earth’s magnetic 

as *cm1 - 2k El* I. <n,u). IV (+A. 

field are known. 
Il+=XP <-4uv -Icim~-2”h~ CW (2*)pz. 
1”: Si2 6 + ,y . ..(1). 

THEORETICAL AXVALYS~S where the term CH: a’ 6 + $“’ is the com- 
The vertical and horizontal magnetic ponent of the total field in the plane per. 

anomalies of an inclined fault are given pendicular to the strike of the fault. 
in standard texts (Helland, 19511. The 
syn~bols used a-e expressed in the ‘List of 

The phase spectra are expressed as, 

symbols’ and also are shown in Figure 1. /_ IO&, - [Q)‘z uld LS” IO”b>, - IR(u”” 
t_.- i%q Il(u)lH . ..(.I 

5 It can be shown from (7) with the help 
of (5) that a,W and 0& have a phase 
difference of a. 

N - EL" ("1 ew c -2"hl. sin (V) 
n-i+u*andV.i-u* 

BI\BEkdENT OF SUSCEPTIBILIT' * 
Fig. 1. Cross-section of the fault perpendicu- As w tends to zero the value of 

lhr to the strike. ta” IbzW1 can be obtained from (8) by 
The expressions are given by using L’HopitaIs rule. This gives 
z - 2* Sin i IHo sin B Is&n i. I” cT2i’l> + ells I Cd2 $)! u flln iqd~I - -20 

“-0 ~; can rapll 
0 

z. iSi” i. (a2 - a11 -con i. I” ~r2irl>~ i...(1) .“d . ..(91 

H - zx SC” i IHa Sin B {El” I, co2 a11 Cal 1. I” (rz,‘l~l LC ran wpl - f2p. tan lb”(O)] 
-0 0 

where, 
+ IO (Sin 5. In~i*irl~ + con i. Ia2 Oili i...(2) INTERPRET*TION OF AMPLITUDE *ND PHASE 

SPECTRA 
In stands for natural logarithm, The expression in the equation (6) shows 
The Fourier transform of the terms the amplitude spectrum for both horizontal 

M+il and ~0~ 0~1 i.e. $ el) are and vertical magnetic anomalies. A plot 
shown in the Appendix-I. The Fourier of the amplitude spectrum versus the 
transform of Z and H are obtained as angular frequency, o, is show” in Figure 

Fz<Ul - IR<dli + 1 IX<dlz arId F”bl - IN”ll” + JIx~u~I” 2. It can also be verified from (6) that, 

where, Li IAC”)12 - (4 ,!&n* Y*o . ..(10) 
IUdlz - 2 sin *.~n,“.,eip. C-udl.IHo sin 8 ,El”~i+d~ 

EIP <-id,>. sin ch!“*>i + ip ice. ci + 41 
where T - I$ ~a* B + zzjl/z 0 0 

eIP I-2”hl. cam cI-“*>i, ...(3) Now let the function u2 IMWl12 be defined 
as I(U) then 

,Wlz - 1x IL” *.~n,“~.nP c-u*>. INo sin 0 ccoeci+d, f(U) - 42 i* ? Sin2 1. pm (-zd). 
exp (-2”hl. cos (i-w*11 -I0 ,El” ci + u*l 11* exp c-*uhl -i.ip ~-2d7~. coa mAI1 .,.,I,) 
up <-Zuh>. EC” <i-ml, -..(*I As y becomes large t(u) can be ap- 

IB~dI” - -m<ullg an* mbll” - IRb,lz . ..<il 
proximated by flu> - I ? x2 ,z s,nZ ,_ up (->ud> 

The amplitude spectrum will, therefore, Oi- I” lib)1 - z I” (2 “kI sin i) 24 . ..CUl 
be the same for both cases and is given by 
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Fig. 2. Amplitude spectra for different angles 
of imhmtion of the fault plane 

The above expression represents a 
straight line with B negative slope 2d and 
an intercept of ln (2 n * T sin oz. For small. 
er values of Y , however, the function iw 
will show the combined nature of the ex. 
ponential terms but for larger values will 
contain the contribution of only one expon- 
ential term. This behaviour of f(w) is 
shown in the semi.logarithmic plot of Fig. 
ure 3. It is also evident from (1.2) that 
the slope of the straight line part in Fig. 
3 gives the value bf d which is the depth 
to the top surface of the fault. The tech- 
nique of analysing multiple decay spectra 
(Kaplan, 1965) could not be tried to de- 
termine the value of h from iw because 
of the term ~0s (*a. However, it can 
be known from the behaviour of the phase 
spectrum. 

BY trlgo”ometric simplification the 
expression for the phase spectrum in (8) 
can be written as 

can ie+ll - l/m 16zw> + OiW, . ..(.I) 
where, 
f(m ,61(x)1 _ cos c*+u*i em c-Z”‘h>. cm (*-“A> 

Sin CL+4 - ‘xp C.ZUhl. Sin U-u*) 
- co/ Ii+aW1 - cm I”,2 I LyY), . ..CIIl 

ran ,OWl I - rsn WI or b(Y) - “l + u* 

n - 0. 1. 2. 

The phase spectrum can now be express- 
ed as bzb) - crn1 f + bzW i * . ..Clil 

for larger values of W. 
The expression (15) shows that ozw 

“Cl-sus Y will be a straight line for higher 
values Of Y and the slope of the line will 
be equal to A i.e. h Cot 1. The plot of 

VU) VCl‘S”S w is shown in Figure 4, 
The variation of 0,(u) in Figure 4, ap- 
parently does not show a linear be- 
haviour. This is due to the term UmD.n12 
which has not been taken into considera- 
tion. The tangent function has discontinu- 
ity at the points + n*/Z. Therefore, at 
the point of discontinuity each segment 
should be shifted by an amount of n with 
respect to the previous segment. This 
plot is shown in Figure 5 where O,cy) 
ver’sus w now behaves linearly for 
higher values of W. The extrapolation 
of the linear part intersects the Oz(w) axis 
at (“12 + Oz(a)-i) As Oz(0) can be known inde- 
pendently from the values of the earth’s 
field in an area and also from the plot of 
0+‘) versus w, the value of i can be 

found out from this intercept. Once i is 
known h can be computed as A, and hence 
h Cot i, is known from the slope of the 
linear part of Figure 5. The value of A 
can also be determined from Figure 4 by 
noting the consecutive values of w when 
O,!.) equals to 0. The value of A can 

then be obtained from the expression 
(9 - iul) A - n/2. 

The parameters d, h and i being deter- 
mined k can be obtained from the intercept 
of Lw1* a plot of which is shown in 
Figure 6. It should be noted that for all 
these figures the value of p is taken as 
n/Z, that is the strike of the fault is in 

the E-W direction. 

CONCLUSIONS 

It has been shown that where the SOUI‘CB 
of a magnetic anomaly can be approxi. 
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DEPTH = 0.5 Km. 

THROW = 0.25 Km 

ANGLES: 

W(RADIAN/KM)- 

Fig. 3. Modified p&r spectra for different angler of inclinofion of ,he fault plane. 

mated by a two dimensional fault, it should analysing multiple decay spectra (Kaplan, 
be possible to determine the parameters 1955). 
fmm the amplitude and phase spectra. For 
a vertical fault (i.e. when i = 90*, A = 01, 
the expressions for the amplitude and phase 
spectra are 

AC‘“> - * ir.~r/ul. ,e”p c-4 -‘so <-ad .&h)l 
and ozw - -<~~,a~ lin 81 

The parameters d and h can be deter. 
mined from the plot of i*wl on a 
semilogarithmic scale. For higher values 
Of Y 1” IY UW!I will be straight 
line with slope 4. The value of h can 
then be obtained by using the method of 

An identical process of interpretation 
can be applied for the magnetic anomalies 
due to .4n inclined fault of a bed of finite 
thickness. Also, this technique can be 
successfully applied for other two dimen- 
sional bodies like dikes and horizontal 
cylinders. Further, it has been show” by 
other investigators (e.g. Eby, 1972; Odegard 
& Berg, 1965) that a similar method works 
for gravity anomalies due to the assem- 
blages of two or more sources even though 
the source parameters vary. Sharma & 
Geldart (1968) have successfully applied 
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Fig. 4. Phase spectra of the vertical ~nomdies for different angles of inclinotian of the 
fault Diane. 

similar techniques of frequency analysis to 
the gravity data over the Logan fault area. 
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APPENDIX - I 

Let the Fourier transform Of In 
k2irl) be given as w4. Then 

F<U> - l,Z I= I” ih+*>z + A exe <- ,“d dX ._ 

Liz j- In N,&lZ + &>I LXP <-,ux1 dr 
.; 

where , - r;i ana ev C-,ux) - .-Jux 

Substituting (rro - Y ana r-* - z, 

SC”1 - 112 ‘xv CJYA) I- I” lY2+A. ‘XP blur) dy 
--* 

l,l ‘4 c-,u*1 I I” (ZW. Bxp C.,YZ) *r 

*a I” <“z+t% a”nd I” ,.G, are e”*,, t”“rclonr Of ~ Md 
z r.specrl”elY. SD ; 

SC”) - eip c ,4 I I” 2 + t5 co* UT ay 
._ 

The real and imaginary parts of F(U) 
are given as 

Pa S<d - C”,“). exp. <-d. wexp (.l”hl,. ha u* 

a”& I* F(U) -~Jc”,wL *xp C-d). lli P-m cwu”>,.Sin u* 
respecrivaiy. 

Fourier transform of (e2 - el) 

Let the Fourier transform of (B2 - RI) be 
given a.9 cm Then using the same logic 
as in the previous case 

CC”) * j-L” Ih+*l,rl. *jp ~-,Yx~dr 

.i arcrm i~i.A~,d,. elm ~-,ux~di~ 

SXP U”Al. I-L erp <-ur1, * exF <-,&a II ‘XP c-d) I 

Wdelyi, “A., et al. 1954, p-18* eq. 12) 
” 

- exe <-+.A> 
I 

in (2 + x*1 ma UC di 
._ 

30 40 50 
I ‘, ” L “. I 

DEPTH = O-5 Km. 

THROW = O-25 Km 

ANGLES: 

I=109 2=30: 3=45O, 

4=60: 5=90° 

ig. 5. Phase spectra of the vertical momdies for different angler of inclinations of the 
t plone. 
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.--1=(4llkhT)* 

DEPTH = 0.5 Km. 

THROW = 025 Km. 

ANGLES: 

l=lO”~ 2=30’; 3= 45q 

4=60°; 5=90° 

wCRADIANIKM)- \ 
I I I I, I I I I ,, I I I 
vo 20 30 40 50 

Fig. 6. Power spectra for different angler of inclination of the fault plone. 

As both arctan (y/t) and arctan (z/d) 
are odd functions of y and z respectively 

j-- wt1. El” v dY C(“l - 2, *xv mhl 
._ 

- -1, ‘XP fJy*l. 1% erp C-utlI 

+ 2, exp ~-,“A1 Ip_ sxs C-d> 1 

(Erdelyi, A. et ‘al., 1954, p-87, eq. 3) 

The real and imaginary part of cm 
are reswctively 
ne ecu> - (n/u). EXP ~.U~~. ,I + rim ~-Z”h~,. 5%” (4 
a”nd In CC”) - JWd. ‘XP c-us>.,1-erm <-Zuh),.Coa (4 


